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Abstract—Programs that use a Natural User Interface (NUI) are not controlled with a mouse and keyboard, but through input devices that monitor the user’s body movement. Manually testing applications through such interfaces is time-consuming. Generating realistic test data automatically is also challenging, because the input is a complex data structure that represents real body structures and movements. Previously, it has been shown that models learned from user interactions can be used to generate tests for NUI applications controlled by the Microsoft Kinect. In this paper, we study the case of the Leap Motion input device, which allows applications to be controlled with hand movement and finger positions, resulting in substantially more complex input data structures. We present a framework to model human hand data interacting with applications, and generate test data automatically from these models. We also evaluate the influence of the training data, as well as the influence of using a single model of the complete user data vs. multiple models for the different aspects of hand movement (e.g., finger positions, hand position, hand rotation). Experiments on five applications controlled by the Leap Motion demonstrate that our approach generates effective test data. The quality and quantity of the training data used to derive the models is the main factor that determines their effectiveness. On the other hand, the effects of using multiple (as opposed to single) models are minor and application specific.

I. INTRODUCTION

Natural User Interfaces (NUIs) allow users to interact with software through methods such as body tracking, gestures, or touch interfaces [17]. They are becoming increasingly popular for virtual reality applications, and are important ways of interacting with computers in environments where using a keyboard and mouse is not an option (e.g., surgeons in the operating theatre). Testing applications controlled by NUIs, however, is a challenge: there are currently no frameworks for test automation, meaning that developers need to manually exercise all functionality by physically interacting with the NUI on every update of the software.

When testing manually is challenging, automation is often desired. For example, there are tools that can automatically generate tests for many different types of applications (e.g., [4], [10], [12]), relieving the tester of the manual effort of designing test cases. While tests for standard software typically consist of API calls or simple interactions with GUI elements (e.g., button clicks), the inputs expected by NUI applications are much more challenging to produce automatically. For example, the input for an application controlled by a Microsoft Kinect input device consists of a collection of points in 3D space which collectively represent the body of the program’s user; the input for an application controlled by a Leap Motion input device consists of data representing the user’s hand and finger joint positions in 3D space. The challenge for automated test generators lies in producing data that represents valid body or hand positions.

One way to produce such input data automatically is to learn models of realistic user input, and then to sample these models for new sequences of input. The feasibility of this approach has previously been demonstrated using the Microsoft Kinect [7]. However, previous work focused only on one aspect of the Microsoft Kinect input, the body joint positions. In this paper we study the Leap Motion controller, which measures hand positions, finger positions, finger gestures, and various other aspects, which collectively create a substantially more complex test generation problem. We present a framework to apply NUI test generation to applications based on this NUI controller, and evaluate it on five different Leap Motion applications.

Using only a single data model to capture all the different aspects of the NUI input data may not be the most effective approach. For example, in the Leap Motion Controller the hand movement and finger joints shape are encoded together, but training one model on the combined result eliminates the possibility of identifying similar finger joint shapes at different positions in 3-D space. In order to determine whether representing the complex NUI data with multiple models is beneficial, we present a methodology in which we split the NUI data into subsets, and learn separate models for each subset. In our experiments we contrast test data generated from these multiple models with data generated from a single model of the input data.

In detail, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• A framework to model hand interactions, and automatically generate and replay test cases for the Leap Motion NUI.
• An empirical evaluation of NUI testing on five applications controlled by the Leap Motion controller.
• An empirical evaluation of the influence of the training data on the resulting code coverage.
An empirical comparison of generating NUI data from multiple models vs. a single model.

Our experiments show that our approach to automated NUI testing can handle the complexity of the Leap Motion controller well, and produces sequences of data that achieve significantly higher code coverage than random test generation approaches. We show that the training data has a large influence on these results, while the benefits of splitting NUI data into multiple models are small and very application dependent.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Natural User Interfaces

Natural User Interfaces (NUIs) provide a means of controlling software by recording a continuous stream of data that represents the position or motion of the user’s body. For example, the Microsoft Kinect employs a depth camera that allows a user to interact with an application through body tracking. Similarly, the Leap Motion Controller is a small desktop device which tracks the hand and finger positions of the user, thus providing a natural interface in which the user can point, draw or gesture with their hands.

NUIs have been used to solve a range of problems. For example, The Microsoft Kinect has been used in medicine for effective stroke rehabilitation, giving doctors access to the body profile of patients from a patient’s own home, and making exercises more fun and motivating for patients [18].

NUIs rely on a user’s existing knowledge for interactions with applications: if a menu is on the screen, it is intuitive to reach out and touch a desired button for progression through an application. Although intuitive for real users, NUIs are difficult to test with an automated approach.

B. Automated Test Generation

Software tests can be generated automatically to support developers and testers. A common approach is to generate test cases randomly, for example by randomly sampling numerical data [8], random character sequences [11] or by generating random sequences of API calls [12]. Although this approach can also be directly applied to NUI applications, it is very unlikely that randomly generated data will resemble realistic NUI data. For example, a random set of points in 3-D space is unlikely to match the physical constraints of a real hand.

In order to produce data that is closer to real operational data, it is possible to use previous knowledge or sample from specific distributions representing the real data, rather than sampling uniformly. For example, Whittaker and Poore show how exploiting actual user sequences of actions taken from an application specification can be used when creating structurally complete test sequences [15], representing a path from an uninvoked application state to a terminal application state. Further, Whittaker and Thomason [16] generated Markov chain usage models, with values from the expected function, usage patterns, or previous program versions. The models then generated tests that are statistically similar to the operational profile of the program under test. Walton et al. [14] demonstrated that usage models are a cost effective method of testing.

Programs with traditional graphical user interfaces can be tested by sending random events (e.g., random mouse clicks and keyboard events), but effective testing may require more than blindly clicking on apps. Therefore, many GUI testing techniques assume either the availability of information about the concrete set of widgets available for interaction, or a manually constructed model of the GUI. Testing then becomes a matter of choosing from the available widgets to interact with or exploring the model to create test sequences. It is also possible to apply user profiles in terms of probabilistic usage models of an application [2] to generate tests that are statistically similar to real user interactions. While this is an effective approach, it is not applicable to NUI testing: for NUI applications there are no discrete sets of widgets to choose from. Rather, applications just take vectors of numbers representing NUI data structures as input.

C. Natural User Interface Testing

Mobile applications use combinations of regular program inputs (e.g., via touch displays), and NUI inputs (e.g., via external sensory data). To test mobile applications, Griebe et al. describe a framework in which location information [5] and accelerometer data [6] can be replaced with mocked data by developers.

Hunt et al. automatically generated test sequences for the Microsoft Kinect [7]. To generate data, Hunt et al. trained models on data recorded by users. Similarities in the data are identified through clustering, and sequences of clustered data are used to generate a Markov chain. The Markov chain is a probabilistic model that can be used to decide which cluster to seed next during test generation. Clustering was performed on all features of the data structure but this assumes that all features have a static (time-unconstrained) relationship.

Hunt et al. used code coverage to assess the effectiveness of different NUI data generation methods. The application under test (AUT) was a web browser adapted for Kinect support. Hunt et al. found that using a purely random approach for generation i.e. using randomly sampled values for each variable in the data structure, performed the worst. Second was an approach involving seeding randomly sampled processed user data. To increase performance further, Hunt et al. generated an N-gram model from the sequence information collected when recording data and used this model during data generation. A single model of NUI data may link different independent aspects of the user movement, resulting in biased test generation. For example, if a NUI was to capture a person running, the body gestures observed may be a repeated sequence of body positions, but the actual data will never be repeated as running displaces the body in 3-D space. Potentially, representing the body location and the joint movement as separate models could be a more effective means of generating new, realistic test input not observed in the training data. Now, realistic data will still resemble the body part being tracked and also moves smoothly through time. This approach may be particularly important in the case of NUIs where many potentially independent features are present in the common input data structure.
D. Leap Motion Controller

The Leap Motion Controller is a NUI which tracks a user’s hand movements and gestures. The device is placed on a desk, and users place hands above the device to interact with software. The Controller tracks properties of a hand such as position in 3-D space, the location of all joints in each finger, the position of the tips of each finger and many other things. Each data frame received from the Leap Motion Controller contains a snapshot of the user’s hands at the current time, providing data up to 200 times per second. Because applications expect data at this rate, it is important that testing techniques can match this speed, whilst generating realistic data. The Leap API gives applications a complex relational data structure. This may limit the extent to which a NUI application can be explored by model-based test generation. A quaternion is a 4-D unit vector that represents an object’s rotation in 3-D space. A quaternion model contains the probabilities of all transitions of length N in a sequence.

III. Modelling Leap Motion Data

We split the Leap Motion data into 5 parts, where each part is modeled using an N-gram model. An N-gram model represents the probabilities of one element following the N previous elements in a sequence of data. Using such models has distinct advantages and disadvantages in testing compared to manual testing by users. Once created, a model is more cost-effective than manual testing, and can generate long sequences of test data without tiring. However, a model is only as good as the data used to train it, and may not generalize to novel kinds of interaction that were not encountered during training. This may limit the extent to which a NUI application can be explored by model-based test generation.

This section shows how user data from the Leap Motion is split into five separate models, each model representing a unique aspect of the Leap Motion data structure. The five models are as follows:

- Position: The 3-D position of the palm, relative to vector (0, 0, 0) in Leap Motion Controller space. This is the physical position of the hand in 3-D space. Position data is denoted in Figure 1 by three axes and a point labelled with (x, y, z).
- Rotation: The rotation of the palm, stored as Euler angles by the Leap Motion which we convert to a quaternion for modelling. A quaternion is a 4-D unit vector that represents an object’s rotation in 3-D space. Rotation data is denoted in Figure 1 by a circle with an arrow through, representing the quaternion angle of rotation.
- Joints: The 3-D position of each bone joint in the fingers of each hand, respective to the palm position. All fingers were stored in the same feature to preserve anatomical constraints between fingers. Joints are denoted in Figure 1 by the circles on the fingers of hands.
- Gestures: The sequence of pre-defined Leap Motion gesture types performed by the user (Circle, Swipe, Key tap and Screen tap). This is also split into four child models, one per gesture type. For the applications tested here, only the circle gesture is used, which triggers when a Finger performs a circular motion. A circle gesture consists of circle center, normal, radius and the duration that the gesture has been performed for. Circle gestures are denoted in Figure 1 by a green circle with an arrow.
- Stabilized Positions: Each hand also has stabilized data, which are vectors targeted towards 2-D menu interaction and relevant on time. One example are stabilized tip positions for the tips of each finger, being a variable amount of time behind the actual hand data. Stabilized positions are stored in a separate model to preserve 2-D interactions. The stabilized data is denoted in Figure 1 by red “X”s representing the stabilized tips of each finger.

For the five models defined, we use user data to train each model. Figure 1 shows how user data is stored as separate data subsets, one subset per model. User Recording is the process of capturing user interaction with the Leap Motion and hence the application under test. We intercept this data and use it to train models. First, the data is split into data subsets. This involves applying feature selection [13] to the data for each model. The data subsets can now be used training respective models.

A. Model Generation

For each data subset, the same technique is applied to generate models. Firstly, the volume of user data is reduced using K-means clustering. K-means clustering groups together related records by Euclidean distance, using all features in the calculation. The result labels each record with a cluster 0..k where the label is the cluster with the nearest centroid (mean of all elements in the respective cluster).

Each record is now labelled but the quantity of data has not changed. To reduce the data, we substitute each record with the centroid of the assigned cluster. This reduces the total amount of user data to K centroids.

When recording data, the chronological sequence in which each record was received is stored. This sequence can be replaced by the assigned cluster labels and used to train an N-gram model, a model containing the probabilities of all transitions of length N in a sequence.

To generate an N-gram model, a probability tree is constructed from sequences of data. The tree is of depth N and contains all transitions of length N from one element of the sequence to other neighbouring elements. For example, assuming that the cluster labels sequence is as follows: 1,2,1,2,1,3. Using this model with N = 2, the probability of observing a record in cluster 2 following a record in cluster 1 is 2/3, and the probability of observing 1 after observing 2 is 1.0. Values of K and N were chosen through parameter tuning.
Each Leap Motion data frame can have an undefined amount of gestures, linked to different fingers i.e. it is possible for a single Leap Motion frame to have three circle gestures and a swipe gesture. We use an additional N-gram model to decide which gestures go in which frames. Specifically, the gesture N-gram model gives the following information: when to start and stop a gesture; which finger each gesture should be linked to; and the types of each gesture. The gesture N-gram model is only used for the N-gram model generation approach. For the random clusters approach, a random gesture is selected from the sequence of observed gestures. For the random approach, a value is sampled from the Controller’s possible gestures and linked to a random finger.

IV. GENERATING LEAP MOTION DATA

Once models are trained, Figure 2 shows how data produced from each model can be recombined into valid Leap Motion data. Each model produces a cluster centroid for the area of the Leap Motion data structure the model is representing. The centroids from all models are combined into one data object, and seeded back to the application during test generation. This is where our approach differs from the technique by Hunt et al. [7], which only uses a single model to reconstruct data. Our approach to testing NUI applications has the advantage that generated data still resembles the original user data, but is also diverse enough to test parts of a program not necessarily tested by users. We identify common patterns in the user data that generated data still resembles the original user data, but is preserved time-related data, but using separate models eliminates the static relationships between models preserved by Hunt et al.’s single model method. However, the benefit is that a wider range of data can be produced, e.g. a single hand shape at various positions in the Controller’s 3-D space can be generated, including positions that the user did not provide for the respective hand shape. See Figure 3c for example data generated using a single model (Hunt et al) or Figure 3d for an example using multiple models.

Each technique reconstructs hands using the following method: 1) generate model data in isolation by selecting cluster centroids; 2) combine generated features into a single data object. Using an N-gram model produces a sequence of data that is statistically similar to the order of hands seen during user recording. In contrast, selecting random clusters produces more uniform data.

A. Executing Leap Motion Tests

Our technique generates tests for applications which use the Leap Motion Controller [9]. The Controller allows interaction with applications through hand tracking. The Leap API supports many target source code languages, and works through a background service installed on a machine, which provides a continuous stream of data to applications registered as listeners.

Our framework functions as a layer that sits between the application under test and the Leap Motion background service, replacing the Leap Motion’s stream of data with automatically generated data. We use a full mock of the Leap Motion’s Java API. During test generation, when applications register as a listener for the Leap Motion, our framework now provides a stream of data in place of the Leap Motion background service.

To save tests, we store the ordered cluster labels of each model and the execution time which the generated data frame was seeded to the AUT. Replaying a test involves using these stored cluster labels to select the cluster centroids for all models at the appropriate point in time, before combining all centroids into a data frame. Currently, playback of tests takes the same time as generation, but future work is to minimize the generated tests by removing sub-sequences which have no impact on final code coverage.

Tests produced by our tool currently produce sequences of hands that can be played back into an application. This is
Hunt et al. [7] observed that the use of an N-gram model resulted in substantial code coverage increases over the random baselines, and the main question is whether this effect can also be observed on Leap Motion applications, where input data is more complex than on the Microsoft Kinect.

To answer RQ2, we compare models created using only a single user’s data, against models created using data from many users. Intuitively, assuming an equal value of K when clustering, using data from many users should lead to N-gram models which are less sparse, and have a higher diversity in the set of centroids. However, anatomical differences (e.g., different hand sizes) could have unexpected effects in the clustering process. To evaluate the effect of user data in test generation, we use the N-gram model technique with multiple models.

To answer RQ3, we evaluate the effects of splitting the Leap Motion data structure into multiple models. The baseline is the approach outlined by Hunt et al. [7] for the Microsoft Kinect, i.e., creating a single model with the complete Leap Motion data structure interpreted as a flattened vector of features. To evaluate the effectiveness of splitting Leap Motion data into multiple models, we use the N-gram model generation technique with models trained on data from many users for each application.

Our metric for comparison is line coverage; the amount of lines executed in an application divided by the total lines of the application. We measured line coverage using instrumentation provided by an open source tool 1. To test for significance, we used a Wilcoxon rank-sum test, with a significant result occurring when $P < 0.05$. To find the better approach, we use a Vargha-Delaney $\hat{A}_{12}$ effect size, with a value trending towards one indicating an improvement over the baseline, 0.5 being no improvement and trending towards zero being a negative impact. To account for the random nature of our generation techniques, we ran each configuration for 30 iterations [1], and the code coverage achieved at the end of a one hour period will be used in comparisons.

A one-hour generation time was selected due to coverage increases still being attained at this point for certain applications. To select the value of $K$ for clustering, tests were generated using predefined sets of clusters between 200 – 2000 and the value of $K$ achieving the highest coverage was used in experiments. The value of $N$ was tuned in the same manner.

---

1 https://github.com/thomasdeanwhite/Scythe
but for values between 2 and 4. As data is recorded separate for each application, values are also tuned separate.

For evaluation, we chose five applications: four from the Leap Motion Airspace Apps Marketplace, and one open source application.

- ASLDigits (Figure 4a) is an educational game teaching American Sign Language for the numbers 0-9. There is also a game in which users score points for using the correct signs for numbers displayed in a given time limit. ASLDigits contains around 4213 Lines of Code (LOC).
- GorogoaPuzzle (Figure 4b) is a puzzle game where unique interactions are performed with the Leap Motion in order to advance the story, and thereby move to different program states. GorogoaPuzzle contains around 19633 LOC.
- PaintLeapMotion (Figure 4c) is an open source app published on GitHub. This application allows users to paint onto a canvas with a selection of tools using the Leap Motion. PaintLeapMotion contains around 1579 LOC.
- PolyDrop (Figure 4d) is a physics game in which blocks fall on to the screen and the player needs to catch them on a bridge controlled by Leap Motion interaction. PolyDrop contains around 8212 LOC.
- Virtual Piano for Beginners (VPfB, Figure 4e) is: an application which allows users to play an “air piano”. There is a free play mode and also an educational mode which teaches users to play certain songs. VPfB contains around 2276 LOC.

We chose these applications due to their variety of use in the Leap API. These applications include use of the gestures API, 2-D menu interactions, advanced processing of the Leap data structures and other areas. The applications are also dissimilar to one another. The only information that our technique has of each application is the data from the Leap background service when user interaction occurred.

Data was recorded from five users. The users first practiced interacting with the Leap Motion on the “Leap Motion Playground”, a training app provided by Leap Motion. Then, users explored each application in sequence for five minutes. We did not instruct them to perform specific tasks with the Leap Motion in order to advance the story, and thereby move to different program states. GorogoaPuzzle contains around 19633 LOC.

B. Threats to Validity

We chose a subset of available applications which use the Leap Motion Controller. To decide if our framework was applicable to an application, we use the following criteria: 1) the applications must be in Java, and use the Leap Motion Java API; 2) the application must be available publicly, either on the Leap Motion Airspace Apps Store or open source. The applications chosen use different areas of the Leap Motion API. Some applications, like PolyDrop, make use of the stabilized vectors for menu interactions, whereas others like ASLDigits use the raw finger joint positions. Only GorogoaPuzzle uses gestures, and only a circle gesture. The variance in usage of

The order in which application data was recorded changed per application. Values are also tuned separate. The variance in usage of the API means that our technique can be used on a wide range of applications which use the Leap Motion Java API.

A threat to external validity is whether the data used in training models is representative of data that actual users would provide. To mitigate this, we use data from five users, each interacting with the application under no guidance. Users were given a short training session on how to use the Leap Motion Controller, but not on how to use each application. Users recorded data for five minutes per application, with breaks in between each app. It is possible that the order of data recording gave users a chance to learn more about the Leap Motion Controller and improve usage on later applications. The order in which application data was recorded changed per person to mitigate against this.

As we are recreating and mocking an API, there is a question as to whether our mimic API represents the real Leap API. The version of the Leap API used for these experiments does not support replay of data, so playback of data through the physical device cannot occur, therefore the mock API must be used. The Leap API is sparsely documented, and it is infeasible to recreate the API exactly without knowledge and calculations that are missing from the documentation. To mitigate against this threat, we have techniques of reconstructing the raw data using our API before clustering occurs and we ensure that the reconstructed data seeded through our framework performs similar to the original user data.

With any developed software there is a potential for faults to occur. To mitigate against this threat, we have a unit test suite and also make all the artifacts available publicly on GitHub.

C. RQ1: How well does NUI testing with N-gram models work on Leap Motion apps?

Table 1 shows the line coverage achieved by different techniques of data generation. The two right-most columns show the A12 effect size when comparing the N-gram model technique to random and random clusters respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Random Clusters</th>
<th>N-gram Model</th>
<th>N-gram Model Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASLDigits</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.963 &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorogoa</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>1.000 &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaintLM</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>1.000 &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PolyDrop</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>1.000 &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPfB</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>1.000 &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2 https://github.com/thomasdeanwhite/NuiMimic/tree/nuimimic
centroids from the model generation stage. Combining these centroids generates data similar to that which the original user provided i.e. real data that the Leap Motion could provide to an application. However, the random approach generates unrealistic hands and is very unlikely to generate something resembling actual human data from the Leap Motion under normal use. This demonstrates how important it is to generate realistic data.

Compared to random clusters, the N-gram based generation adds animation. N-gram based generation allows not only the current hand to appear realistic, but a sequence of hands to be human-like. This leads to a significant coverage increase in two of the applications. For Paint Leap Motion the use of the N-gram interestingly leads to a significant decrease in coverage; for GorogoaPuzzle and PolyDrop there is no significant change. While overall there is a small average coverage increase, this result justifies a closer look at the individual applications under test.

ASLDigits and Virtual Piano for Beginners (VPfB), the applications where the N-gram based approach performs best, use a Java game engine with Leap Motion integration. They both require the hand data to represent specific positions and gestures. For example, ASLDigits uses a machine learning approach to determine if signs are correctly shown, and Virtual Piano for Beginners requires specific hand shapes with minute changes over time. Furthermore, both applications use complex menus which require precise interactions with menu elements. All these aspects are more likely to occur with N-gram based test generation, leading to around 114 and 262 more lines of code being covered for ASLDigits and VPfB respectively.

PaintLeapMotion, the application where the random cluster technique achieved higher coverage than the N-gram based approach, is a painting application, where users paint on a canvas using hand gestures. While the N-gram based approach generates more realistic hand sequences, these do not matter for this application: PaintLeapMotion only uses the finger tips area of the Leap Motion API. Users can change tools by moving their hand towards the back of the Leap Motion Controller’s view and selecting a new tool from the pop-up menu. Here is a code snippet from PaintLeapMotion:

```java
if (minDepth < DRAWING_DEPTH) {
    menuPanel.hide();
    draw(i);
} else if (minDepth > MENU_DEPTH) {
    menuPanel.show();
} else {
    tool.stopDrawing();
    menuPanel.hide();
    setLastPosition(i, null, null);
}
```

In this code, `minDepth` is the minimum position of a finger tip. The Leap Motion API uses a negative Z-axis so this is the front-most part of the hand. The selection of random clusters more uniformly samples combinations of cluster centroids, therefore more rapidly changing between the branches in this function. In the application, this is reflected by alternating between showing the menu, selecting new tools, and painting on the canvas very quickly. This leads to an increase of around 43 lines of code over the N-gram model approach. Using the N-gram model technique can also change tools, but does so at much less speed, following realistic movement. Random generation of test data is unlikely to move all points in the hand behind the threshold to activate the pop-up menu so can only paint on the screen using the default tool, and thus performs poorly on this application.

For GorogoaPuzzle and PolyDrop the likely reason that coverage does not increase with the use of N-gram models is that both apps require very specific and complex interactions (e.g., balancing elements on a horizontal bar in PolyDrop). While N-gram based generation may produce more realistic data sequences, these sequences would need to be tailored to the specific state of the gameplay. Consequently, both random clusters and N-gram based generation are likely stuck at the

---

**Fig. 4.** The five applications under test, used to empirically evaluate our framework.

**Fig. 5.** Line Coverage for different data generation techniques for each application.
D. RQ2: How does the training data influence the effectiveness of NUI testing?

Table II shows the mean coverage for different generation techniques using models trained on both a) a single user’s data or b) all users’ data for the respective application. For all five applications, the mean coverage was greater for a ‘merged’ model that was trained on all users’ data, as confirmed in Figure 7. Of the five applications tested, three applications achieved a significantly higher code coverage when tested with the merged model. From this, we can make two conclusions. Firstly, models that have been trained with more data yield higher code coverage. Secondly, a greater volume of training data is beneficial even when it originates from a number of different users.

Increasing the amount of data available to produce models increases the individuals assigned to each cluster, producing a more diverse set of cluster centroids to be chosen by models when generating data. As each cluster contains more elements, the N-gram models representing transitions between clusters are less sparse, allowing a greater variance in the sequences generated.

The finding that a benefit accrues from a larger amount of training data, even when it originates from a diverse pool of users, is not entirely expected. Users interacting with the Leap Motion have different anatomy (e.g. hand sizes, finger lengths) and may interact with the controller in specific ways. Apparently, the benefits of generalizing over a diverse pool of data outweigh the disadvantages that might be expected from anatomical differences. This suggests that in future work, crowd-sourcing interactions from a large pool of users should be an effective way of building models for NUI testing.

`RQ2: Test generation using models trained with more than one source of training data outperformed those using only a single data source. This suggests that pooling data across a number of users is beneficial, even though the users differ in their anatomy (e.g. their hand sizes and finger lengths).`
E. RQ3: How does separation of NUI data into multiple models influence the effectiveness of NUI testing?

Table III shows the mean code coverage after testing the two forms of model generation: a single model or multiple models. The single model approach generates entire data frames at once, by selecting a centroid from Leap Motion data clustered as a complete set of features. The multiple model approach generates data from models clustered from subsets of the data set, then combining data from each model into a data frame. On ASLDigits and GorogoaPuzzle the multiple model based approach achieves a significantly higher code coverage; on PaintLeapMotion the coverage is significantly lower. The coverage difference can be seen in Figure 8. On the other two applications the mean coverage is slightly higher with multiple models, but differences are not significant. These results show that the decision to use multiple models for generating data is application dependent.

The application which benefits mostly from use of a single model is PaintLeapMotion. From RQ1 we already know that random clusters perform better at interacting with the tool menu items of this application. Similarly, using a single model is more likely to reproduce the interactions with the tool menu in the training data, while creating separate models leads to less reproduction, and exploration of new combinations. For example, on PaintLeapMotion we used 1200 clusters, and the single model simply learns the temporal relationships between these clusters. In contrast, when splitting the data into five models, we end up with substantially more possible ways of interactions (i.e., $1200^5$ possible combinations). A single model approach explores the input space much quicker, leading to 27 more lines of code being covered than using multiple models. Consequently, applications with simple interactions may be more suited to a single model approach, whereas applications which require more complex sequences of inputs are better suited for a multiple model approach.

GorogoaPuzzle benefits from the use of multiple models. It uses two main forms of interaction: circle gestures and hand movements. The first screen of GorogoaPuzzle requires a specific circle gesture before progression in the story can occur. However, advancing in the story does not necessarily increase code coverage, as the same code is used to handle all circle interactions. To achieve a higher coverage, tests need to advance far into the storyline, where complex sequences of interactions are introduced and needed to advance further. Using multiple models allows for more degrees of freedom in the generated data, and thus succeeds slightly more often in progressing in the GorogoaPuzzle storyline, achieving around 39 more lines of code covered.

ASLDigits also attained a significantly higher code coverage using a multiple model approach. Multiple models performs better than single model due to the application expecting specific finger-joint shapes corresponding to the ASL sign for 0-9, requested by the application. The single model approach merges hand positions and rotations from all interactions with the application, which decreases the amount of unique finger-joint shapes available; in contrast, the multi-model approach covers this with an explicit model, achieving around 67 more lines of code covered.
Virtual Piano for Beginners is an interesting application when comparing single to multiple models. In RQ1, N-gram generation achieved a higher coverage than random clusters because it could generate a still hand to interact with the game menu. However, a single model approach can also generate a steady hand. Single model works well for this application due to the position and rotation being encoded with finger positions. To play the correct key on the piano in a tutorial song, the single model N-gram has to generate a single sequence corresponding to the user pressing the key. However, similar to with PaintLeapMotion, the multiple model approach has a much higher search space, so is less likely to generate the sequence to activate the key and progress with the song, covering only around 7 less lines of code than using a single model.

RQ3: Using multiple models is beneficial when applications use specific features in isolation. If a more precise replication of the training data is required, using a single model approach may be beneficial.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The Leap Motion allows users to interact with applications through hand tracking. We have created a model and test generation framework for the Leap Motion, capable of generating data by learning from real user interactions. This demonstrates that the idea of NUI testing generalizing to other, more complex NUI devices, than the previously studied Microsoft Kinect.

Splitting Leap Motion data structures into separate models exponentially increases the amount of data available during generation. Each model generates data in isolation, and interacts with other models when combining data in complex ways, producing data that was never recorded from the original user. However, if applications rely on precise positioning of a user’s hands for interaction as captured in the training data, then the increased quantity of possible data can be as much a hindrance than an advantage. In our experiments, two out of five applications showed a clear benefit from splitting data, but we also found an example where coverage decreased. A challenge thus lies in identifying when to split data, and when not to split data. A possible solution might be to use a hybrid approach, where data is sampled from either of the two approaches with a different probability.

When training models from multiple sources of training data, increased data size leads to higher code coverage. This occurs even when the data is from different users. Potentially, this insight opens up the possibility to gather data through crowdsourcing from many individuals, and using that to train user-independent models for data generation. A further angle for future work lies in the generalization of models. We limited training data to individual applications, but will it be possible to create generalized models that can be used on applications without previous user data to train models with? Currently, our tool only provides a sequence of Leap Motion data that can be played back into the AUT. Future work involves identifying the current program state from the contents of the screen and providing regression tests with oracles. This can then be used in mutation testing. Finally, our experiments have also shown that programs controlled with complex NUI interfaces may also have complex program behavior, where blindly generating data may not achieve best results. In games like GorogoaPuzzle, thorough testing requires actions that are tailored towards the current state of the application. This suggests future work on identifying such program states, and learning different models for different program states.
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